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Experimental study of KL ~n. +m y and other rare decay modes*
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Using the SLAC K~ spectrometer facility, we have measured the ratio {K~~m+m y)/I (KL~all) to be

(6.2 ~ 2.1) g 10 '. The ratio and Dalitz-plot distribution of 24 ~ 10 events are consistent with CP conservation

in this weak-electromagnetic decay. We have also set upper limits on various processes, as follows:

I (KL ~p, +p, y) / I (K )all) & 7.8 g 10, 90% C.L.; I (K& p, p, m )/I"(K~~all) & 5.7 X 10 ', 90% C.L.;
I"(KL ~m'+m' e+e ) / I (Kl ~all) & 8.8 X 10, 90% C.L.; I (KI ~m m' e v)/I (K~~all) & 2.2& 10, 90%
C.L.

I. INTRODUCTION

A study of the ra, re decay modes of the E~~ meson
spans a wide range of weak-interaction topics.
Ha, diative decays of the neutral kaon potentia, lly
display the effects of weak neutral currents as well
as possible CP noninvariance in the el.eetromagnet-
ic interactions of hadrons. In addition, a study of
the kinematic behavior of the radiative processes
may provide a test of various models of weak de-
cays.

A run was made for a, period equivalent to ap-
proximately 30 million K~ decays, using the SLAC

K~ spectrometer facility, modified to detect
photon- and electron- initiated showers. The ap-
paratus also accepted the many decay channels
having a p' in the final state, so that there was in
principle a sensitivity to the decays K~-m'71 m',

and K~o-m m'm y. This is quite an assortment, and
it should be made clea, r at the outset that not only
are some of these processes very rare indeed, but
that the spectrometer is relatively ill adapted for
certain of the decays mentioned above. The decay
K~0-7t'm m occurs with a branching ratio of order
10 ' and served as a. normalization, whereas the
next most likely decay is K~ -m'e'p y, which is ex-
pected to occur with a branching ratio of order
10 '. %e have observed only the rare decay mode
K~~- m'm y and are thus left with the task of setting
upper limits on the others. Each of these decays
is predicted to occur at one level or another, and
therefore a useful criterion for whether an upper
limit is interesting or not is how it compares with
the expected value for the branching ratio. In
some cases, we are orders of magnitude from an
interesting result, and correspondingly little ef-
fort has gone into refining the measurement.

Section II of this paper will describe the experi-
mental procedures common to the entire experi-
ment. Section III will deal with the decay K~

—m'p y which is interesting for several reasons:
the opportunity to observe another possible instance
of CP violation, a potential testing ground for the-
oretical models of weak radiative decays, and the
possibility that this decay could therefore interfere
destructively as an intermediate state in the pro-
cess Ko~- p. 'ILt, . Section IV describes the decays
Kz-tl y (where l indicates e or p, ), which occur
either through the Dalitz pair process K~-yy
followed by y- El, or through a direct process
possibly involving neutral currents. The decay
mode K~ -/lp' will also be discussed in Sec. IV
since it shares the neutral-current aspect of
K~-/ly Section V will deal with the decay mode
K~-m'g e'e, while Sec. VI will focus on the pro-
cess K', —.'~ e".

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

A. The SLAC KL spectrometer facility

The experiment was conducted at the SLAC K~
spectrometer facility (Fig. 1), where we observed
Ko~ decays originating in a neutral beam which had
a well-defined time structure. The decay products
were detected by arrays of scintillation counters
and wire spark chambers, positioned on both sides
of a momentum-analyzing magnet. The counters
served both to identify events of interest, and to
provide timing information for the charged parti-
cles. Photons and electrons were identified by
their characteristic showers following one of the
thin lead converters, and muons by their penetra-
tion of the lead muon filter at the rear. Data were
monitored by an on-line PDP-9 computer, and then
transferred to magnetic tape for off-line analysis.
This a,ppa. ra, tus has been previously employed in
several other experiments, and a complete de-
scription of the details of the beam, wire spark
chambers, counter hodoscopes, and data acquisi-
tion logic may be found in Refs. 1-4.

One major modification made to the appara, tus
involved the rotation of the front hodoscope through
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Flo. 1. Elevation view of the SLAC XI spectrometer. A. represents absorption lengths. Data from the E counters and
optical spark chambers were not used in the analysis.

90' about its central axis, resulting in two columns
of horizontal counters. In addition, various thin
sheets of lead converters were strategically posi-
tioned, as shown in Fig. 1. The rear converter
had a hole in its center to allow the passage of the
neutral beam. A fraction of the wide-angle y's
converted in the lead between the W and the U

bank, signaling their presence by a W' U. The
more forward y's traversed the magnet and con-
verted in the rear lead converter, with the result-
ing showers triggering one or more A counters.
Since a given photon or electron passed through
only one lead converter, the conversion efficiency
was limited to about 47% for y's and 55% for elec-
trons. We attempted to distinguish between elec-
trons which did not convert in the rear lead con-
verter and pions by means of a third 1.7 radiation
length lead sheet inserted between the A and E
counters. Electrons which showered would result
in large pulse heights in the F bank. However, the
correlation between leptonic events and high-E
pulse height was not adequate, and we were thus
unable to distinguish between pions and electrons
which did not shower in the rear converter.

The logic signal for normal running was
V 2T 2A (3A+ W U), where the two charged
tracks following an incident neutral are indicated by
V 2T 2A, and the presence of a shower is inferred
from either W U or 3A.

Muons were identified by their ability to pene-
trate the muon filter and reach the B and C banks.
The optical chambers following the C counters were
intended to prbvide additional muon momentum in-

formation in the search for the muonic rare decay
candidates. After the kinematical analysis, no
events remained as candidates, and the informa-
tion from the optical chambers was therefore not
employed.

B. The data analysis

The data analysis was carried out in the following
three major phases:

(1) reconstruction of track segments and location
of conversion points of showers,

(2) matching of track segments through the mag-
net, and establishing the sign and momentum of
each track,

(3) kinematic reconstruction to various hypo-
theses.

Only the method of shower location is described
herein; a complete description of the other proce-

duress

may be found in Refs. 1-3.
The shower-finding software made use of the

charged secondary's passage through the wire
spark chambers (WSC). In the front chambers,
shower elements emanating from the lead traversed
the entire upbeam WSG system and were located as
track segments. In the rear, they passed through
only two X and two Y planes and were thus not
normally reconstructed as tracks. A very intuitive
approach was used to find the conversion points of
the rear showers. X and Y lines were constructed
through all pairs of sparks in the two X or Y
chambers. A great many s6ch lines were possi.ble,
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FIG. 2. Shower reconstruction resolution. xg]gpgzpg is
the projected intercept of an electron at the lead sheet;
x~ is the conversion point of the resulting shower.

and to reduce the accidentals, we demanded that
each line Ipoint to a counter that fired in the event,
and that the slope of the line not exceed 45'
relative to the beam axis. The line segments cor-
responding to shower candidates would then cluster
at the plane of the rear lead converter. In general,
even a good shower would have more than one clus-
ter; however, these separate groupings would con-
tain lines which shared common sparks. The best
line for a shared spark was then chosen on the
basis of the number of elements contributing to
the corresponding cluster and the deviation of this
line from the centroid of the cluster. After a clus-
ter had been found, the contributing sparks were
eliminated, and those remaining were again tested.

In general, a different number of clusters in X
and Y could be found, and it remained to match a
given X with its proper Y. In the front, this was
done by using the association provided by the U and
V sparks for the line segments. In the rear this
information was not available for shower segments.
However, since the A counters were equipped with
a photomultiplier tube (PMT) at each end, the
time difference between these two tubes was pro-
portional to the vertical position of the tra, ck strik-
ing that counter, and allowed the independent X
and Y clusters to be associated with the A counter
that fired.

In the rear, electrons were identified by the
presence of a track incident on the lead sheet fol-
lowed by an emerging shower. Usually one out-
going element had the same direction as the in-
coming electron. However, various other categor-

ies of electron showers were observed, including
showers which converged a short distance from the
point at which a track passed through the lead.
These were tentatively tagged as electrons when
they converted within 5 cm of the track's projected
intercept with the lead converter.

For a shower to be written onto output tape, the
software had to locate at least one grouping in both
X and Y which was consistent with the latch and
timing information. If there was no corresponding
incident track, the shower was passed as a photon.
If a track pointed through the shower, then the
track was identified as an electron and the shower
was not passed.

The spatial resolution as shown in Fig. 2 was de-
termined from electron showers. By examining
the distance between the projected electron inter-
section and the shower conversion point, we found
the shower resolution in the rear to be a3.4 mm
in both X and Y. Electrons were not identified for
up-beam showers; however, a comparison of the
shower conversion point with the projected inter-
section point of a track segment from the shower
gave the resolution in front as +1.25 cm in both
proj ections.

C. Timing information

The time structure of the primary electron beam
at SLAC enables a time-of-flight (TOP) measure-
ment which serves to eliminate spurious triggers
and provide consistency tests on the reconstructed
kaon momentum.

In addition to spatial location of the shower con-
version points, timing information was also avail-
able on the photon and electron showers. These
differ from normal tracks in that several shower
elements were present, and may impinge on more
than one counter. If more than one element struck
a particular A counter, the phototubes at each end
recorded the arrival of the first available light,
making the resulting time appear earlier by an
amount proportional to the spread of the shower.
This correction was taken into account in computing
the time of the rear showers. y-shower elements
were also detected in the upstream U counters,
which had only one PMT, requiring a correction
for the transit time of flight along the counter. In
both the front and the rear, multiple-counter
showers were averaged. The event time was taken
to be t „,= 2[t„(rear)+t, J, where t, is the average
of the two charged-track times. The time of the
front showers was only used to check that the show-
er was associated with the charged tracks. Care
was taken in correcting various effects as described
above, such that the final systematic timing un-

certainty was less than 0.1 nsec. This accuracy
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enabled us to reject events wherein either the
charged particle or the photon were significantly
out of time relative to each other, as well as com-
pare the measured time with that predicted from
the kinematic reconstruction. The time resolution
for the two charged tracks alone was 0.3 nsec;
when the showers were included, it was reduced to
0.25 nsec. Figure 3 shows the various timing res-
olution curves.

D. The Monte Carlo simulation

In order to compute branching ratios we required
a knowledge of the detection efficiency of the ap-
paratus for the various decay modes. We studied
the relevant efficiencies employing a Monte Carlo
simulation of artificial events. In addition, this
provided us with a basis of comparison whereby
systematic effects in the spectrometer and back-
ground contaminations could be studied and elim-
inated. Such problems as the extraction of the
momentum spectrum of the K~ beam and the treat-
ment of the wire chamber and tlnllng data ln the
Monte Carlo simulation have been described in Ref.
5. It is worth repeating that many Monte Carlo
simulations only record the relevant details of

events remaining at the final stage of the analysis.
However, this shortcut does not allow a continuous
comparison of simulated and real data at each stage
of the reduction process. Accordingly, the output
of our Monte Carlo simulation consisted of artifici-
ally generated raw data tapes with the same spark
and counter format as written by the PDP-9. Sub-
sequent analysis of these events paralleled the real
data throughout the analysis.

One objective of the Monte Carlo simulation was
to learn the conversion efficiency of photon and
electron showers in the lead plates. The essential
principle in the simulation of showers was to pro-
duce 100% conversion and detection efficiency, in
order that the determination of the actual conver-
sion probability in the data could be free of special
effects dependent on techniques used in generating
the shower. Shower losses in Monte Carlo data
would then be limited to the geometric acceptance
of the apparatus, and would not contain any of the
complicated physics of shower propagation through
the spectrometer. To this end, each simulated
electron and photon incident on a lead sheet pro-
duced two electron-positron pairs leaving the lead
sheet, thus guaranteeing that at least one shower
element would traverse the chambers.

I

t, —t~ (FRONT)

I I I I I

I I I I

(o j t+- t&(REARj {bi

( ) meas fit

E & conversion efficiency

The determination of the conversion efficiency
involved not only the intrinsic ability of a lead
sheet to initiate a shower, but also the ability of
the programs to recognize various configurations
of sparks as a shower. In addition, functional de-
pendences on position and energy must be correct-
ly taken into account in order to use the correct
shower conversion probability in determining the
normalization and acceptances.

To obtain the global conversion probability, we
isolated a sample of K'„events in the data and
compared the fractions of events in this sample
containing one or two showers with the fractions
observed in the Monte Carlo simulation at unit con-
version efficiency. In general, this could be dif-
ferent for front and rear showers, although the
converter thickness is the same in both cases.
Three equations link the observed fractions with
the unknown conversion efficiency:

I I I I

l.5 fQ 0.5 0 0.5 I.O l.5 l.5 IQ Q5 0 0.5 IQ t.5
NANOSECONDS NANOSECONDS

FIG. 3. Timing resolution. (a) Front showers. (b)
Rear showers. (c) Charged-track times. |'d) Overall
average tme~ =&[t~ (rear)+ t~]. t~ is the average of the
two charged-track times. t~;t is the actual event time
determined kinematically.

Ã2=X M2,

N, =XM, + 2X(l —X)M

=X(M, +2M, ) - 2X'M, ,

N, =M, + (1 —X)M, + (1 —X)'M,

=(M, +V, +M, )-X(M, +2M, )+X'M, ,

(2)

where the variables are defined as follows: frac-
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tion of events with 0, 1, or 2 y's in the data
—=N„N„N, ; fraction of events with 0, 1, or 2 y's
in the Monte Carlo simulation =—M„M„M,; shower
conversion and detection efficiency =—X, where X
may be X~ or X~ for front or rear showers. Di-
viding (2) by (1) gives

X= - '+2 —+2 (4)

F. The momentum dependence of the y conversion efficiency

The conversion efficiency is expected to be con-
stant at high momentum; however, owing to the

We may not employ Eq. (3) in the normal data sam-
ple, since only inefficiencies in the trigger allowed
the observed fraction N, to differ from zero.

A shower must satisfy certain quality require-
ments to be considered; in particular, the conver-
sion point must lie within the boundary of the ap-
propriate lead sheet (and not inside the hole through
which the beam passed in the rear sheet), and its
time information must be consistent with the time
measured for the two charged tracks. Most y's
not, a,ssociated with the decay which triggered the
apparatus were removed by the condition that

~t, t,
l

&1.0 (2.0—) nsec in the rear (front). How-

ever, certa, in accidental y's fell within this time
cut, and a correction was necessary to remove
the eontaminations they introduced into the ob-
served fractions of real y's.

Using Eq. (4), we find the conversion efficiencies
to be 45.0+1.1% in the front and 46.1 +0.9% in the
rear. The accidental contaminations were calcu-
lated to be 0.3 a 0.1% in the front and 2.6 +0.3% in
the rear.

A subset of the data taken without a shower re-
quirement (using a 2T 2Atrigger) allowed us to
use Eqs. (2) and (3) from which we obtain values
for X„of 45.0/o and 46.4/o, respectively, in excel-
lent agreement with the previous result.

The underlying theory of photon-initiated showers
is well understood, so that in principle one can
calculate the probability of detecting a shower,
given the incident energy and the thickness of the
radiator. In practice, various approximations were
necessary, such as those described by Rossi, ' and
from our measured y spectrum, we estimate the
conversion probability to be 55%. A direct experi-
mental mea, surement has recently been published, '
in which the maximum probability of detecting a
charged particle after the thickness of the convert-
er used in our experiment is measured to be 51
+3%. Having measured -46/o, we attribute the
difference to TPF cuts eliminating real y's and a
small software inefficiency for locating showers in
the data,

physical behavior of showers and certain software
criteria, this efficiency must fall off for low-mo-
mentum y's. To study this behavior, we selected
only K'„events which must also have two showers
passing the quality requirements for the wry an-
alysis. As shown in Fig. 4, the intersection of a
plane determined by the KI and the charged trans-
verse momentum with the plane containing the two
y's specifies the direction of the 71'. The momen-
tum of the 7t' is obtained by balancing the trans-
verse momentum. Finally, the angles of the
y's with respect to the m' determine the mo-
mentum of each y. The ratio R =(number of y's
at P„ in the data)/(number of y's at P„ in the Monte
Carlo simulation) gives a, number proportional to
the conversion efficiency as a function of momen-
tum. We conclude from Fig. 5 that for p, ~100
MeV/c the conversion efficiency is constant. As
one test of this method, we have generated Monte
Carlo showers having a known conversion efficiency
as a function of momentum. Using these showers
as data, , the shape of this function was accurately
reproduced.

In this manner the uncertainties that were difficult
to duplicate in the Monte Carlo simulation (such as
the probability of finding showers and the TOF pre-
cision) tend to cancel, provided that both sets of
data are treated similarly. In fact, since R is pro-
portional to the probability of converting and detect-
ing one y from z'z y decay, divided by the probabil-
ity of converting and detecting either one or two
y's from the z'z z' decay, the uncertainty in the
branching ratio is insensitive to errors in the con-
version efficiency.

Plane Defined By KL and P+

~i and y~

FIG. 4. Reconstruction geometry for Kz ~'m 7t de-
cays with the two y'. s observed.

G. Normalization

The experimental problems associated with find-
ing and reconstructing the decay modes K~- wry
and K~ —&zan a,re quite similar. Pur primary
measurement consists of the ratio R:
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number of Monte Carlo events which survived the
above requirements with the number generated,
making use of the proper y conversion efficiency.
We employed the recently determined' matrix ele-
ment for K„,

I~I'-I - 5 2(Q/~ )I +4 64(Q*M,)'I",
where

I'= 3T,p/Q —1,
and the K'„branching ratio

I'(K~ —v'v v')/I'(K~ - all) = 0.126.

FIG. 5. Ratio R = (number of y's at p~ in data)/(number
of y's at p„ in the Monte Carlo simulation).

We consistently required that events possess two
charged tracks having a common vertex within the
fiducial region, plus one or more showers. For
purposes of normalization, we selected K'„events
by demanding the following:

(1) -0.002 &p,"& 0.010 (GeV/c)', where

(ml —m, —m, o ) —4(m, I,OP+mr'Pr')
0 4(p,2+m„') 7

in which m, represents the mass of the (+-) sys-
tem with both particles treated as pions, and p~ is
its transverse momentum relative to the K~ axis,

(2) one or two y's
(3) neither charged track be identified as an elec-

tron or a. muon, and
(4) cos8,c &0.9996, where 8,c is the angle in the

laboratory between th@ direction of the y ray and
either charged track at the decay vertex.

The final cut served to remove the K'„background
in which the y is radiated by the lepton in passing
through the front chambers or the hodoseope bank.
Several other minor cuts were imposed: p, o

&p,*o, where p,*o is the p c.m. momentum, m„, &mE
—m,o, It,—t

I
&1.5 nsec, and It„(t,+t )/2

I
&1.0

(2.0) nsec for rear (front) y's.
Less than 1% of the 165K surviving events were

due to leptonic contamination; however, losses
because of p~ons which have simulated electrons
or muons amounted to 10/o. Of this, pion decays
in flight were duplicated in the Monte Carlo simula-
tion (approximately 4/o) as well as showers from
accidentally overlapping tracks causing an electron
misidentification (a further 1-2%). Thus, roughly
5% of the 3v data was lost, introducing a small
bias into the normalization. A negligible bias was
also introduced by including low-momentum y's
for which the conversion efficiency was not deter-
mined. (Fewer than 1% have p„& 150 MeV/c. )

The acceptance was determined by comparing the

The number of kaons decaying was found to be 31.8
x 10'. Using completely reconstructed 3p events
having two y's, and making further kinematic re-
quirements to eliminate completely the K'„contam-
ination provided a semi-independent verification
which proved to be consistent with the ~ 1 y sample
actually employed to -10/o.

III. THE DECAYEL0 ~m+n' y

A. Theory

The decay K~ -z'z y offers the following points
of theoretical interest: a test of CP noninvariance
in weak radiative decay, a comparison with several
models, and a possible suppression of the K~

unitarity limit.
a. CP violation and the decay K& p'p y. It was

p0inted out some time ago that there is relatively
little evidence that the electromagentic interactions
of strongly interacting particles a,re invariant under
C and T.' A radiative decay in the K system pro-
vides the logical testing ground in that K mesons
display the only known violation of CP symmetry,
and a radiative decay necessarily involves an elec-
tromagnetic interaction. The decays of this type
with the highest branching ratio are the K- wry

decays, and for this reason several experiments
have used these decays to search for CP-violating
effects. In the system of K mesons, various pos-
sibilities can exist for K- wry: K'- z'm'y, K~

p'p y, and K
&

z+p y. All of these decays ean
proceed through "inner bremsstrahlung" (IB),
wherein the photon is radiated from one of the
charged pions in the K„decay. Alternatively, it
is possible, if the K-2p decay proceeds through
virtual intermediate states, that the photon may be
emitted from one of the intermediate cha, rged
particles. This process is termed "direct emist-
sion" (DE) and is much less straightforward to
calculate owing to the large number of possible in-
termediate states. In general, the rates for the
direct processes depend on the specific constituents
in the model for the decay, and are not necessarily
related in any simple way. Experimental seaches
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TABLE I. Quantum numbers of the final state for
KI x+x y.

1
1
1
1

-1
—1

1
1
1
1

+1
+1

2
2

0, 2
-1
-1
+1

2

2

0, 2
-1
+1
-1

8.C ( ])l«
(-1)'«(—1)~&" magnetic multipoles
(—1)~«{-1)'& electric multipoles.

have been ca.rried out for all of the above decays,
and it is only recently that observation of any
direct process has been reported. ""

In the decay K~ - m'& y, CP nonconservation may
be observed in several ways. First, there is a
possible charge asymmetry in the momentum dis-
tribution of the p' and p which would arise from the
interference of p and d waves of the &z system. "
However, even if CP violation were large in the
matrix element, the expected result would attain
only a maximum of a few percent since the zz
scattering pha, se shifts in the p and d waves are
quite small. We observed only about 25 p&y events
and were thus unable to check for such an asym-
metry. Second, there is the possibility of observing
interference between the decays K~ ~- wry. "'"
Since only identical states can interfere, an inter-

ference would imply that the K ~ and K ~ are not

pure CP eigensta, tes, which is of course a,lready
known from other experiments. Finally, both the
expected rate and the energy distribution of the
photon a,re sensitive to the CP nature of the final
state. " The quantum numbers of various zzy
states are shown in Table I. Note that the available
energy of 215 MeV makes L„&2 extremely unlike-

ly, and L„=0is a forbidden "0-0"transition.
Since both the data from K ~ decays and K' decays

favor the lowest-multipole emission, let us con-
sider the energy distribution for L„=1, CP
(+ and -}statesfromtheKO~. Inner bremsstrahlung
(El, CP +} has a characteristic divergence at low-

y momentum, where as direct emission (Ml, CP )-
peaks at p, =140 MeV. In addition, the ratio

I (~~-~'& y, IB)/I'(It~-&'~ ) =l.l xlo '

for E,&10 MeV and 0.26 &&10 ' for E,&50 MeV,
corresponding to a total branching ratio 1.95 x 10 '
and 0.47 x 10 ', respectively. " Thus we will com-
pare both our measured rate and the energy dis-
tribution with the prediction for a CP-violating in-
ner bremsstra, hlung.

b Calcu. lations of the decay rate (K~ -m'v y)
Theoretical efforts to calculate the rate for Ko~

ppy were made over the past decade. " ' The
earlier models primarily employed boson poles
with various assumptions necessary to establish
coupling constants. These are well described by
Thatcher" and are summarized in Table II. In

1967, I.ai and Young" used the method of current

TABLE II. Calculations for R = T'(KI 7t'~- y)/I'(Kl all).

Date Result

Theoretical results
Chew, Ref. 18
Pepper and Ueda, Ref. 19
Oneda, Kim, and Korff, Ref. 20

Cline, Ref. 21

Lai and Young, Bef. 17

Aockmore, Ref. 24
Barshay, Ref. 25
Moshe and Singer, Ref. 26

Moshe and Singer, Bef. 27
Rockmore and Wong, Ref. 31

Experimental results
Anikina et al. , Ref. 38
Bellotti et al. , Bef. 37
Nefkens et al. , Bef. 36
Thatcher et al. , Ref. 35
This experiment

1962
1964
1964

1965

1967

1970
1971
1972

1973
1973

1966
1966
1966
1968
1973

Boson-pole approximation
Boson-pole approximation
Boson-pole approximation

AI= ~ rule1

Current algebra, PCAS
Inner bremsstrahlung

Pion-pole model, Veneziano model
Hypothetical po meson
Phenomenological Lagrangian,

SU(3) breaking
Details of constants adjusted
Modified fermion-loop model

Cloud chamber
Heavy- liquid bubble chamber
Spark chambers
Spark chambers
Wire spark chambers

No quantitative result
6.7x10 4

2.9x10 '

&2 x10-3

(6.8+0.6) x10 5

1.95x10 5; E &10 MeV
0.47 x 10"5 E & 50 MeV
9.14x10-5&R & 3.1x10 4

1.04 x10-'
2.6&R &4x10 4

(4.7 0 2) x10
7.8x10 ~

&0.02
&5x10 3

&3x10 3

&4 x 10"
(6.2+1.9) x10 5
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algebra and the partial conservation of axial-vector
current (PCAC) hypothesis to calculate the ratio

r(K', —»'~-y, ml)/r(K', y-y) = 0.14 .
The present branching ratio" for K~ —yy =4.9 && 10 '
implies that l (pry)/I (all) = 6.86 x 10 '. Since that
time, there have been several more attempts, in-
cluding another pion-pole model by Rockmore in

1970,24 and a, model involving a hypothetical ab-
normal vector meson introduced by Barshay in
1971." Neither of these gives a rate consistent
with our measured branching ratio.

More recently, two other models for weak radi-
ative decays have gained prominence. Moshe and
Singer considered the possibility of a description
of several weak radiative decays of K mesons,
based on a phenomenological Lagrangian model
which was fitted to the data from strong and radia-
tive decays. ' Their model ha, s been applied to
several K decays: K~-yy, K''-e'vy, K -~'n'y,
K'- r'yy, and K~-m'p y for which they predict

I (K~ —»'r y)/I (Ko~ —all) = 4.7~O. 52 x 10-'."
As we shall see, this rate is roughly an order of
magnitude above the measured value. This model
involves certain SU,-symmetry-breaking param-
eters described in detail by Singer. " Unfortunately
for this approach, a certain combination of these
parameters depends on the decay rate for q -2y,
and a new measurement" of I'(q- yy) implies that
the MS model no longer gives satisfactory agree-
mentwith the experimental value for I'(Ko~- yy) which
is fundamental to their calculation of I'(K o~ - ~my).
These developments are rather recent, and it re-
mains to be seen whether they can be incorporated
into the model in a consistent manner.

The other recent approach to the radiative decays
of K mesons is an extension of Steinberger's bary-
on-loop model" originally proposed to calculate the
p' lifetime. Rockmore and Vlfong" applied this
technique to a calculation of K~- yy and obtained

I (K o~ —yy)/ I (K o~ - all) = 1.3 5 x 10 ',
compared with the experimental value of 4.9 && 10
This agreement is quite surprising considering
that the calculation involved no free parameters,
and that the agreement is no worse than in the case
of the z'. They then proceeded to calculate the
rates for K'-p'p'y and K'-m'yy. In the case of
the decay K~ -ggy, the calculation" yields directly
the value

NK~ —»'~ y)/I'(K~ —a].1) = 7.5 x 10 '.
The decay K' —p'p y and the K~- p, 'p. puz-

zle. Historically, the controversy over an experi-
mental result" for K~ - JU, 'p, spurred a great deal
of activity, not only to search for weak neutral

currents, but to understand why this decay appear-
ed to contradict a fundamental lower limit for its
rate." One theoretical conjecture was that the de-
cay K~- wry may interfere with the &z amplitude
via the process shown in Fig. 6.

Based on the previous experimental limit, ""
R = I (K~ —»'m y)/ I (K ~

—all) & 4 x 10 ',
it was originally proposed that the suppression to
the Ko~- p'p rate could reach 20%.39 However,
subsequent calculations reduced this estimate to
-4/o. The most detailed of these is by Alles, Gail-
lard, and Pati, ~ who find that the suppression de-
pends on a factor [I'(K ~

- »»y)/I (K ~ -yy) J' ~', and
that possible reductions due to other intermediate
states are negligible.

B. Kinematical analysis

The extraction of the pity signal involved the
isolation of a maximum of several hundred events
(at the previous upper limit for the rate) from a
sample containing hundreds of thousands of candi-
dates. This selection was aided by our knowledge
of the y direction which provided a two- constraint
fit, without relying directly on the TOF for the
kaon momentum.

Candidates for mph decay were selected using
kinematic cuts similar to those used for the 3p
normalization sample:

(1) p,"& -0.014 to eliminate the bulk of the K'„
triggers,

(2) one and only one y,
(3) neither charged track identified as an elec-

tron or muon, and

(4) cos8,c &0.9996 to eliminate leptonics with
bremsstrahlung. Several other minor kinematical
cuts were made: (a) m„&m», (b) pr &p„*, where
p„* is the c.m. momentum of the y, (c) a timing
consistency check on the charged tracks and y.
If.—f-

I
& I »sec»«, —I-'(f, + f ) I

&I 0 (2 0) I»
a rear (front) y. The remaining background is
primarily K„(negative p02) having a, random y in

KL

KL

FIG. 6. Processes contributing to KID p, 'p, .
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time with the charged tracks. The contribution
from K„ is quite small, having been eliminated by
the p," cut. The magnitudes and distributions of
these are discussed below.

Two methods were used to identify wry events:
The first compared the predicted direction of the
y ray with its measured direction, and the second
compared m„„ to m~. At the outset, we calculated
the y momentum by balancing transverse momen-
tum and rejected events with p„& 150 MeV/c, since
we had no accurate knowledge of the conversion
eff iciency below this energy. In the fir st method,
we calculated g, the angle between the measured
and predicted y-ray direction using p, +, p,-, and
the K~ direction as shown in Fig. 7. There are
two solutions for the laboratory y direction because
of the quadratic ambiguity corresponding to forward
and backward emission in the Ko~ center-of-mass
system. The solution which gives the better agree-
ment with the measured direction was chosen,
thereby specifying an associated kaon momentum.
The TOF (r) associated with the kaon momentum
was then compared to the measured time, and we
demanded that

—7«, I
0.7 nsec .

Although the resolution in cosg was well behaved
as 6),~-0, the slight enhancement at 6),~=0 observ-
ed in the background imposed a requirement that
0„~')0.001.. After this cut, 106 front-shower and
786 rear-shower events remained, and their values
for cosg are shown in Figs. 8(a) and 8(b). Note that
if our expectation that the background came pre-
dominantly from random y's is correct„ then the
background should be flat in cosg. For example,
if the y was predicted to hit a given point on the
lead sheet, and the randoms were uniformly dis-
tributed in this plane, then the number dÃ of ran-
doms between x and r+dr would be approximately
2'�'sinpdg, where Z is the average flight path of
the y ray and g is its angle with respect to the Z

IO
(a)

6.5 +~. evts

I.O 0.9992 0.9984 0.9976 0.9968
cosP (FRONT)

60 =
z 40—
)~ 20-
O 0-
LLj I 0
Ql

(b)
3I.5+ 9.3 evts

0.9992 0.9984 09976 0.9968
cosg (REAR)

20—

l6—

(c)—
24+ IO evts

l2—

oL— ~J
-30 -l5 0 I 5 30

rn„z —m„(MeV/c )

FIG. 8. (a) cosg, the angle between the measured and
predicted y-ray directions for ~my candidates with a
front y shower. (b) cos|tj for 7r7rp candidates with a rear
y shower. (c) m«~ —m+0. The backgrounds discussed in
the text are indicated by dashed lines.

axis. Thus dN/d(cosg) ~2pZ', resulting in a flat
background in cosP.

The second method consisted of reconstructing
the mass of the pity system. First, the candidates
were required to be balanced in transverse mo-
mentum by applying a g cuts of 450 (150) mrad for
the front (rear) showers, where ~Q is the differ-
ence betweenthe predicted and measured y angle
in the plane perpendicular to the K~ direction.

KL
o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o+o ~ ~ ~ ~ o ~ ~ o ~ ~ a ~

KL
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 0t+I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I

Direction of Charged
Transverse Momentum

r2

Measured
Shower

y Direction In Plane
Perpendicular To KL

FIG. 7. Reconstruction geometry for cosllt) in Kz,
~'7r decay.

FIG. 9. Reconstruction geometry for m«~ in the KL
~'~ y decay.
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Figure 9 shows the geometry for this reconstruc-
tion.

The y momentum was then computed using the
measured transverse momentum and the y direc-

Ip I

= Ip I
jsine~». A fitted TOF correspond-

ing to the momentum of the kaon as computed from
all the outgoing particles was then compared to the
measured momentum, and again we required that

I
~ 0.7 nsec .

The AQ cut reduced the 1074 candidates to 79,
whose invariant mass is plotted in Fig. 8(c), where

s].n8 E p

* 2g 2g
2 + Pffff 7'

6)7'K

z
0-
lX

ear
I—
Q3
CL

where M„=—invariant mass of dipion system, p„
=—magnitude of dipion momentum, 8,E=—angle be-
tween z'& system and kaon, 8„=—angle between the

system and the y, and 8,~=-angle between the
y and the kaon. Note that the mass of the pity sys-
tem is not well defined as 8,~ goes to zero. There-
fore, as in the "cosP method, " we imposed the re-
quirement that e„~'& 0.001 or that 8,~&33 mrad.

We conclude from Figure 8 that boih methods
yield significant evidence for the presence of a
ppy signal. However, we must still investigate
whether any of the potential sources of background
could have peaked at m„„=m» or at cosg=1.0. For
this purpose, we note thai different regions of

p," imply different sources of background, as shown
in Fig. 10.

The decay K~- z'7J 7t' would be expected to be the
prime source of any background since there are
two pions and two y's in the final state, of
which we may have detected only one. However,
po & 0 is an extremely effective cut for the de-
cay, and we can check that no enhancement at po"
--0.014 still persists after cuts. In addition, we
estimated the detailed shape of the po" distribution
for K~3 in the negative p," region by selecting
events on the data-summary tape (DST) having two
y's, but which passed all the z7ty cuts except for
p,"and the closely related p, cut. After making
a correction for leptonic feedthrough into the K'3
sample via random y's, we calculated the fraction
of K 3 within the tr &y region which appe ar ed as
candidates in the "cosg" method. Knowledge of this
fraction and the total number of K,', decays enabled
us to calculate the number of such background
events contaminating the cosg plot. We find this
contamination to be less than 5% (or & 50 events).
Furthermore, Monte Carlo simulations of K,3

decays showed no evidence of peaking in the signal
region, even if pathologically large scatters were

—0.04 —002 0
pz I(Gev/c) j

0.02

FIG. 10. Distributions of po for various X& decays.

introduced into kaon or pion directions. This
source of background also could not account for
the observed peak in the mass plot, since the ad-
ditional 10 ' reduction due to the LP requirement
left too few potential K'„'s on the mass plot, and
these events showed no peak at m„„=m ~.

The decay K~o -w' (p, ' or e', unidentii'ied) v plus
an accidental in-time shower could also contribute
to the +7ty signal, since p,"for this decay overlaps
the zpy region. We simulated this decay using
Monte Carlo K» events together with a "random"
y. We also selected events on the DST in which the
lepton was identified and compared their distribu-
tions with those in the final data sample. Finally,
we assumed that all the events on the cosg plot were
K 13 with a random y except for the true signal . The se
were then studied by reshuffling the y's so that the
photon (which had already passed all the timing
and quality requirements) was reassigned to
another event. To the extent that the signal events
constituted a small fraction of the candidates, this
technique had a built-in normalization, as well as
the assurance that the photons had as many real
characteristics as possible. All of these techniques
share the common result that in no case was a peak
observed in the signal region, so that even though
these events form the bulk of the DST, they could
not have accounted for the signal we observed. The
process of reassigning y's to another event repro-
duced the shape of the distribution outside the sig-
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nal so well that we generated several such reshuf-
flings to obtain a smooth fit to the random y back-
gl ound.

The dashed lines on Fig. 8 represent the averaged
results of the contributions from background. We
note that the background subtraction does not de-
pend strongly on which method we use; at this
level, an eyeball fit or a fit to the tails of the dis-
tribution would serve adequately. However, we
choose to employ the random-y technique since it
was well understood and appeared to explain the
background the best.

The three distributions of Fig. 8, when combined
with the Monte Carlo acceptance calculations (for
which the matrix elements are discussed in the fol-
lowing section) and the K'„normalization, provide
three correlated determinations of the K~ - gory
branching ratio. In all cases, we increased the
systematic uncertainty on the background since we
have not included explicit subtractions for K',3 or

For the "mass" method, we accepted events
within +7.5 MeV of m~, from which we obtained
(39- 15) +6.2 (statisitical uncertainty) +8 (back-
ground uncertainty) =24+10 events. For the "cosP"
method, we accepted events with cosPz& 0.9996,
from which we obtained (9 —2.5) +3.7 (statistical)
+1 (background) =6.5", ,' events, and for cosg~
&0.9998 we had (61 —29.5) + 7.8 (statistical) + 5
(background) = 31.5 + 9.3 events. These then yield
R =- r(K', v~ y—)/r(K-', vv v—'):-

Mass plot: R = (3.9 + 1.6) x 10 ',
cosg~: R = (5.3 +,",x 10 ',
cosg„: R=(5.8+1.6) x10'.

Weighting these results and uncertainties by I/o'
gives an overall average value of

R =(4.9+1.7) x10 4.

Usmg r(IC', -~'v-~')/r(K', -all) =0.126, t is cor-
responds to

r(Kz- v'v y)/r(Ko~-all) =(6.2 +2.1) x 10 '.

I20

IOO

80

& 60

20

0
0 20 40 60 80

T, (Mev)
(00 120

FIG. 11. Dalitz plot {folded about the y energy axis)
and projected y-ray energy spectrum. The shaded por-
tion is the difference between the observed distribution
and the expected background. The smooth curves show
the predicted spectra including experimental acceptance
for L„=1, CP-conserving {-)and CP-violating {+) ma
trix elements.

signal-to-noise ratio of roughly 3:2. The y energy
spectrum for the signal as well as the expected
background are also shown in Fig. 11.

Since it appears most likely that the emission is
El or M1 (the lowest possible angular momentum
state), we generated both these possibilities using
the matrix elements as given by Beder." The re-
sulting y spectra with the experimental acceptance
included are shown in Fig. 11. Qualitatively, the
L„=1,CP —matrix element due to magnetic dipole
emission resembles a phase- space distribution.
The bremsstrahlung (L„=1,CP+ J distribution
peaks distinctively at low p„with the cutoff due
to the requirements that p, &150 MeV in the lab
system. Our data favor the M1 matrix element.

C. Dalitz-plot distribution for EL -~ mny

As mentioned in the discussion of the theoretical
aspects of K~- pry, the decay can proceed either
through the CP-violating K ~- p'g +a photon from
inner bremsstrahlung (IB), or via a CP-conserving
direct emission (DE) process. Since the brems-
strahlung process should populate the low-y-mo-
mentum region in the center of mass, it would be
easily distinguishable from the direct process
which tends to maximize the y momentum.

In Fig. 11, we show the Dalitz plot, folded about
the y energy axis, for those events lying within
+7.5 MeV of mz in Fig. 8(c). These events had a

D. Conclusions

The measured branching ratio is consistent with
only two of the calculations previously discussed.
These are the 1967 current-algebra calculation of
Lai and Young, "and the zero-free-parameter
baryon-loop model of Rockmore and Wong" in 1973.

Lai and Young predict

I'(K~ —very, DE)/I"(K ~ -2y) = 0.14;
therefore, when the present value

r(KO~-2y)/r(Ko~-all) =4.9 x10 ~

is used, we expect that
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I (K~- wmy)/I (K~ —all) = 6.8 && 10 '.
Hockmore and Song approach the problem via a

modified fermion-loop model which has no adjust-
able parameters. Their unrenormalized result is
R = 7.51 x 10 ', which is in good agreement with our
mea, surernent.

If the decay proceeds via the CP-violating mode
K~-zz followed by inner bremsstrahlung, one
expects a branching ratio of roughly 1 x 10 ' (for
E,*&20 MeV) as well as the bremsstrahlung energy
distribution. From the crude Dalitz-plot distribu-
tion of the observed wry and the measured branch-
ing ratio;, the data are consistent with a CP- con-
serving magnetic dipole transition dominating the

decay.
Finally, Alles, Qaillard, and Pati estimate"

that the maximum suppression to the K'~- p, p, rate
due to the zwy intermediate state is 2-4 /o using the
previous upper limit on K~ 7tpy. Their expres-.
sion for the suppression includes a, factor
[l(Ko~-7rmy)/I"(Ko -2yJ' 2, which when modified
using current values implies that the maximum
decrease in the K~- p'p unitarity limit is 1.6/0.

IV. THE DECAYS EIO ~ limo

A. Theory

%eak decays of the Ki, in which two leptons with
zero total charge occur in the final state can pro-
ceed via a strangeness-changing neutral current.
This current is excluded to a high sensitivity by

the measured K~ —p.
'

p, branching ratio. ' It is
of interest to confirm further this result be mea-
suring the rates for Kl - p.

'
p, y and K~- p, 'p, n'

and comparing the branching ratios with those
expected from "conventional" mechanisms.

The calculation of the Dalitz-pair ra, te
I'(Kl. —Il y)/I (Kz - yy) is relatively straightfor-
ward, and yields a ratio of 1.6~ 10 ' for electrons
and 4.1x 10 for muons. ' This decay may exhibit
structure effects due to a. form factor parametrized
by the lepton-pair mass, which would modify the
expected branching ratios slightly (see Table III)
and would appear as a small distortion in the
lepton-pair mass spectrum. The Kl - lly decay
could also proceed through some sort of neutral-
current mechanism. Qne such possibility has been
considered using a Hamiltonian proposed by
Wolfenstein, wherein the original goal was to sup-
press the decay K~- p, p, by allowing a destructively
interfering, CP-violating transition K~ - p, p, .
Using this Hamiltonian, Singh has calculated ' a
branching ratio for the decay K~ - p, py, for which
he obtains 3.4& 10 ', or roughly twice the Dalitz-
pair rate. Finally, a model proposed by Alles and
Pati involving a hitherto undetected light neutral
boson decaying to p. pairs would predict a very
large rate for K~- p. py, on the order of 6x 10

A measurement of the decay KL, - llew' could serve
as a test of several theoretical ideas"'~: The de-
cay could proceed as a second-order weak pro-
cess, or alternatively could arise as an electro-
magnetic effect superimposed on a lowest-order

TABLE III. Calculations for A = I'(Kz —rare mode)/I'(KJ —all).

Decay Theorist Result

X~—ll y

EI.—lie

Kg 7t ale P

X —7t' n' e+e

Miyazaki, Ref. 41

Singh, Ref. 43

All es and Pati, Ref. 44
Sehgal, Ref. 42

Okubo and Bace, Ref. 47

Pais and Trieman, Ref. 45

Weinberg, Ref. 60
Bace and Okubo, Ref. 59
Behrends, Donnachie,

and Oades, Ref. 58
Majumdar and Smith,

Ref. 53
Okubo and Bace, Ref. 47
Anikina et al. , Ref. 49

Dalitz pairs and K&—yy rate

CP-odd nonelectromagnetic interactions,
"Wolfenstein Hamiltonian"

Light neutral boson decaying to p'p
Various structure effects in matrix

element
Experimental upper limit
No experimental upper limit for ppy
Strong internal coupling intermediate

vector bosons (IVB)
Order-of-magnitude estimate,

no experimental upper limit
Current algebra and PCAC
IVB model
Fit to K data, no experimental

upper limit
Vector-meson dominance, current

algebra, Eg —yy rate
IVB model
Experimental upper limit

8.3 x 10 for eel
2.f x 10 for ppy
(2.2 5.2)xfp-' for eel
(1.5—3.4) x 10 7 for ppy
&6 x 10 for ppp
(7.8—8.1) x 10 for eel
(2.0—2.7) x f 0 7 for ppy
(&2.8x fp"5) for eel

~ 1 .65 x 10 for ee7t
~0.65xfp 6 for pp7t.

-10-'

5xfp ~

1.23 x 1p-4

0.79—1.2 x f 0+

1.7 x 10-'

3.4x 10
&3.p x f p-'
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nonleptonic interaction. In other models, more
complicated couplings are present, and if suffi-
cient data could be acquired it might become pos-
sible to determine whether or not there is a non-
local lepton coupling. Further speculation is the
possibility of observing the decay of heavy leptons
via the process K« I.l followed by I,- nl. Reliable
calculations for higher-order weak interactions
are very difficult, and only one estimate for
K~ —El m' appears in the literature. This arises
in the model of Qkubo and Bace,"who consider a
group of intermediate vector bosons which have
strong interactions among themselves but are
coupled weakly (or electromagnetically) to all
other particles. This model is directed to the
decay modes K~ s - p, 'p, ,' however, it also allows
a calculation of the rates for K~- lie', m'w e'e
and m'm'e'v (see Table III).

B. Kinematic analysis

The observation of two muons penetrating the
lead wall provides a signature which is not easily
duplicated by background processes. The addition-
al presence of one or more valid photon showers
then implies an extremely pure sample in which to
test the hypothesis K&- p.

'
p, y or p,

'
p. m'. The

spectrometer was well adapted to resolve these
events, making use of the two-stage muon filter
and the excellent shower conversion point resolu-
tion. However, the expected rates are very low
(-10 ') and the geometric acceptance is small.
Thus it is not surprising that, in some 3x 10' K~
decays, we have observed no events.

To begin the reconstruction, we selected those
events containing two identified muons which have
a vertex and one or more photon showers. One
shower is sufficient to overdetermine the decay
K~0- p,

'
p, y,' however, two are required for the

decay K~ —p,
'

p, m'. The necessity of detecting
both photons from the m' decay reduces the sen-
sitivity for p, p, m by roughly an order of magnitude
relative to the m'my decay.

a. K~ - p. p,y. Events having only one shower
were tested as p. p.y candidates. The following two

minor kinematical requirements were imposed:
(1) m» &mz, where m» is the invariant mass

of the 2p. system,
(2) p„&p*, where pr is the transverse momentum

of the y ray, p~& is the momentum of the y in the
kaon rest frame.

The event topology was then required to have
transverse momentum balance, and the direction
of the y was required to be opposite the charged
transverse momentum. We required b, Q to be less
than 450 (150) mrad for front (rear) showers,
where b, P is the difference between the predicted

550 ~

500 mKo

O
450 — o y

& 400—

550—

I.l ".~ ~
0

I I I

(b)

500— mKO

450—

400—

I I I I I

0.03 0.02 0.0 I 0 0.0 I 0.02 0.03

Po r(GeV/c) ]

FIG. 12. Reconstructed mass of (a) KLO, p'p y, (b)

Kz, p'p z events versus po . Events plotted as tri-
angles in (b) have nzgy~ 500 MeV/c .

and measured y angle in the plane perpendicular to
the K' direction. (Since we wound up with no viable
candidates, it was not necessary to impose cuts
on P& or 8&z as it was in the way analysis. ) The
above cuts reduced the 383 candidates to 43 [see
Pig. 12(a)].

We reconstructed the mass of the p. p.y system
exactly as for mwy, using p~+, p„-, and pz =pr'/
sin8&z, where p, is the sum of the charged trans-
verse momentum and 0&E is the angle between the
photon and the kaon. We expect the following two
sources of background:

(a) K'„decays (having positive p,") in which both
pions have decays or penetrated the Pb wall,

(b) K» decays (negative p,") followed by m decay
or penetration, and accompanied by an accidental
in-time y.

A scatter plot of the mass of the 43 survivors
vs p," demonstrates that we observed no candidates
within +10 MeV of m~, and that the predominant
background is K'„decays.

The Monte Carlo generation of the decay K~- p, py employed the matrix elements given by
Sehgal. " The rate for the process depends on a
knowledge of the Kl -yy vertex when one of the
photons is off the mass shell. The dependence of
this vertex on t, the invariant (mass)' of the vir-
tual photon, is expressed using a form factor
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F,(t). In the limit when F, is constant, the differ-
ential decay rate for the Dalitz process is given by

dl'[Iii —Il&)(d~ 2ii i ' 2m, ')1- 2 1+
r(K, -yy) v I ' t

i) i 1

where m~ and m, are the kaon and lepton masses.
If F, is not constant, a significant deviation from
the above may result. Sehgal displays this dis-
placement graphically, and we employed a matrix
element with a vector-meson form factor included.

We have observed no events conforming to the
hypothesis K~- p, py. Ba,sed on the Monte Carlo
acceptance of 9.26 x 10 ', this yields a. branching
ratio I'(K~- p'p )y/I'(K o~ vn v')&6.20x10 ' at
the 90% confidence level. Using r(K', - v'~-~')/
I'(K~-all) =0.126, we obtain

I (K~ - p,
'

p, y)/I'(K~ -all) & 7.81 x 10 (90%CL) .

This upper limit excludes the Alles and Pati
model. ~ In addition, a recent Russian experiment"
has shown that I'( Kz-e'e y)/1(K~-all) &2.8
&& 10 ' which is about a factor of 50 lower than the
Alles-Pati prediction. Unfortunately the more in-
teresting predictions, and even the Dalitz-pair
rate, are more than an order of magnitude below
these limits.

b. K~ - p, 'p g'. Both one- and two-shower events
were tested as K~ —p. 'p, p' candidates, and the
following kinematical requirements were imposed:

(1) m„„&m»-m, o,
(2) p,"&&&0, where p,*o is the momentum of the vo

in the K~ rest system, and

(3) pro &pro, where pro is the transverse momen-
tum of the p' in the laboratory.

These reduced 42V p, 'p. p' candidates to 333, of
which 35 had two showers. There were sufficient
constraints to determine the direction of the p',
which must lie in the plane containing the two y's,
and also in the plane containing the direction of the
Ko~ and the transverse momentum of the charged
pair. The z direction together with the opening
angle of the 2y system allowed a computation of
m „,, A scatter plot of nz „„,0 versus p" is shown
in Fig. 12(b). No requirements whatsoever have
been made on the reconstructed mass of the 2y
system, in order to display the origin of the re-
maining background. The events plotted a,s tri-
angles have the yy mass (which should equal m,o)

greater than 500 MeV. Eliminating these events
changed the acceptance by less than 2%. Virtually
all the background had positive p,"and were there-
fore primarily due to K'„decays.

The Monte Carlo acceptance was calculated using
a pure phase-space distribution, for which the

overall acceptance was 1.27 x 10 '. At the 90% con.-.
fidence level, we find that

I'(K' -pp~')/1 (K' -all) 5.66 x10 ',
where again the normalization to K'„ is implied.
This value is consistent with the prediction of
Qkubo and Bace.

V. THE DECAY KzO ~ sr+ z e+e

A. Theory

The four-body decays of the KL are poorly under-
stood, both from the theoretical point of view and
experimentally because of the degree of difficulty
involved. At this time, only a few four-body
branching ratios have been published for the neu-
tral kaon: a Russian streamer-chamber result
for K~o - whee (see Ref. 49) and a CERN bubble-
chamber result for K~ - chevy.

" Again, the pre-
dictions and the experimental values are displayed
in Table III.

Experimentally, the decay K~ —mmee will be
highly constrained, since the probability of an
accidental vertex involving four charged tracks
is very low. In this ease, the process wherein
the lepton pair originates in a Dalitz pair from
the decay K~ - nay decay is very rare, since the
mmy rate itself is of order 10 '. Thus the nmee

decay is expected to be dominated by a pole graph"
as shown in Fig. 13. Such a transition is sensitive
to the electromagnetic form factor of the K~,
which in turn provides information about the
charge radius or size of the K~o through the rela-
tion F»0(t) = ,'tR»', whe—re 8»' =mean squared
charged distribution radius, and F»0(t) =electro-
magnetic form factor of K~."

B. Kinematical analysis

The decay K~o- m'n e'e requires a somewhat
different treatment from the other decays in that
four charged tracks originate at the decay vertex.
Experimentally, the data sample is very clean
and the principal backgrounds were expected to
be K'„, decays with the n' undergoing a subsequent

FIG. 13. Pole graPh for Ki 7l'7r e'e via a K~ K&y
transition.
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Dalitz decay m'-e'e y, or an interaction of the
beam with the material in the spectrometer.

To start with, we accepted only four-prong
ver texes for which suff icient constraints were
available even if one of these prongs did not pass
through the analyzing magnet. Two data samples
were generated: one having all four segments
matched through the magnet to make four tracks
(4T), the other having three full tracks with an
extra front track segment (3T+F) As i.n the
other decays, stringent requirements were made
on the quality of the vertex and the match between
the front and rear track segments. The following
several additional requirements were imposed on
the data: (1) The event must satisfy a 2T 3A

trigger; (2) it must possess the proper charge
combination (++ ——for 4T, ++ —or ——+ for
3T+F); (3) no track may be identified as a muon;
(4) the opening angle between each oppositely
charged pair must be such that cos6, & 0.9999;
(5) the separations in X and Y must be greater
than 0.5 cm at the first plane of the wire cham-
bers. Cuts (1), (4), and (5) eliminated a large
fraction of the candidates which could not be
duplicated by the Monte Carlo simulation. The
charge combination cut passed both signal and

3 background, but re j ected a subset of acci-
dental vertices.

The kinematic reconstruction depended primari-
ly on the conservation of momentum. Thus we did
not make assumptions about the masses of the par-
ticles and electron identification was unnecessary.
For both 4T and 3T+E candidates, we required
that the back-to-back angle in the transverse plane
be consistent with transverse momentum balance.
Each full track has an associated momentum and
we defined

4T candidates were reduced to 10. We constructed
p»34 and the corresponding direction R»34,

4T ~ w P»34p»34= ~p; a d»34=, ~

l P1o34l

For the vmee signal, iK and E'1,34 must be colinear:

cos6»34 K —EK ' E»34- 1 .

We found that 20 candidates scattered widely on
the cos6, 34 K plot, with no events remaining in
the region 1.0 —cos6»,4 K & 2.5x 10 ' which would
have contained & 99% of the Monte Carlo data sur-
viving similar cuts.

To conform our understanding of the origin of
the candidates, we generated a sample of K~- n'm p' events wherein the m' underwent a sub-
sequent Dalitz decay. This technique took into
account the variation of the Dalitz-pair matrix
element" over five orders of magnitude and the
sensitivity of the resulting acceptance. We found
nine Monte Carlo events surviving the cuts made
on the data, with 2.3 events having cos6»34 K & 2.5
&10 ', as opposed to 10 and 0 events respectively
in the data. We conclude that the contamination
from &'„decays alone is sufficient to account for
the observed candidates, and the distributions
appear to be reasonably reproduced.

In addition we have consistency check on the 4T
data using the 3T+I' events, for which there were
originally 4073 candidates. We imposed the same
restrictions as for 4T candidates, with the addi-
tional demand that the missing segment would not
have been observed after the magnet if the decay
were actually &~~ - m7tee. The momentum of the
fourth track was computed by balancing the trans-
verse momentum,

P»3 = p) . sin& 4K

We denote the component of this momentum in the
plane perpendicular to the g~ ad p,». Then with

cos6»3 4 p]$3 p4

we demanded that (1+cos&», , ) & 0.025. Further-
more, we computed p," for all pairs of (+, -)
tracks and took the value closest to zero, assign-
ing pion masses to that particular (+-) pair. We
required P,"&—0.020 for the chosen pair, thereby
reducing potential contamination due to leptonic
decays and beam interactions.

At this point, the analysis for 4T and 3T+F
data diverged. The background for the 3T+F
candidates was somewhat harder to understand,
and consequently we prefer to regard the 3T+I
data as a consistency check for the 4T sample.
After the aforementioned cuts, the 672 original

where 64K is the angle between the fourth prong
and the kaon. For the data, we observed six
candidates after the above cuts, and from the &„3
simulation, we expected 4.8. (Without the "back-
to-back" cut on cos6», 4, we would have had 20
candidates, 17 from K'„, decays. ) Although the
statistics are poor, we believe that we would
have detected real K~- nmee events if they were
present, and also that we understand the behavior
of the background.

We estimated the acceptance by generating KJ
—nmee decays using a phase-space distribution
only, and this together with the observed distri-
butions allowed us to compute the upper limit for
this process. Based on the 4T sample, for which
the final acceptance was 8.2&10 ', we find that

I'(K~-~'w e'e )/I(K~- all) &'8.81xl0-'
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at the 90% confidence level. The corresponding
upper limit from the (3T +E) sample is -2x 10 '.

Our upper limit is a slight improvement over
the current experimental value of 3&&10 '; how-
ever, it is well above the rate expected from y
conversion in the decay K~ —vvy as well as the
theoretical predictions. '" 0

—4p -Xp —2.0 —I.O
X

I I&
0 I.Q 2.0

VI. THE DECAY EL ~ +on-'e' v

A. Theory

FIG. 14. Reconstructed neutrino mass in X& 7r 7rev

decay, x=m„2/m, 02.

The decay g~ - n'n'e' v is the neutral analog of
the charged g,'4 decays. One of the interesting
features of this decay is its potential to differenti-
ate among several parametrizations of K,'4 form
factors. " Several experiments" "on charged
K,'4 decays have not been able to resolve which of
the several schemes" "is favored by the data. Ex-
perimentally, this decay presents considerable
difficulties due to its kinematic similarity to &~
—n'n v' which will constitute a large background.
The final state m'n'e'v is an extremely difficult
channel to reconstruct, since the neutrino is not
detected and the presence of a n' must be inferred
by observing its decay into photons.

B. Kinematical analysis

We begin by selecting events in which the two

charged tracks have been identified as a pion a,nd

an electron and required two y showers. The m'

direction must lie between the y's, and since the
z' decay distribution is isotropic in its center of
mass, its direction will tend to bisect the 2y open-
ing angle in the laboratory system. We therefore
assumed this to be the v' direction.

In contrast to the other decay modes, we relied
on the timing information directly to establish the

K~ momentum. This was necessary, but unaes-
thetic for several reasons. First, the momentum
resolution was related to the timing error by
hP/P =y'4T/T, where y =E»/m». Second, the
timing resolution was not easily duplicated in the
Monte Carlo simulation and to this extent the
Monte Carlo acceptance did not reflect the pro-
cesses in the spectrometer.

The following kinematical requirements were
imposed on the decay:

(c) y'&2, where

y
=Pro /(—P» +Pre —2P» 'Pre)

(Pu 2P» ' Pu+ 2 P~e ' Pv)

The acceptance for z'nev events was very small,
since the P," cut passed only 43% of the data, and
the photon conversion further reduced the sample
by a factor of 4. The variable x=m„'/m, 02 is
plotted in Fig. 14, where there are 17 events with
(x~ & 1.0, where we expect to find 64% of the signal.

We expect the following several background pro-
cesses to contribute: (1) K'„decays in which a
pion has been misidentified as an electron, with
the two showers arising from a combination of
real or accidental photons; (2) Ko~ decays having
two spurious showers. These sources were simu-
lated by a Monte Carlo simulation, and we esti-
mate the expected number of accidental events to
be 9+3.3, where systematic effects have been in-
cluded. We subtract the expected background from
the observed distribution to obtain the final num-
ber of ca.ndidates:

N(»'ve v) = 17 + v 17 —(9+ 3.3) = 6 + 5.2 .

Using the Monte Carlo generated acceptance of
2.88X10 4, we find the corresponding limit on the
branching ratio to be

f'(K~ - » m e" v)/1'(K~0 - all) & 2.2 x 10 ' at 90% CL .

Owing to the extreme contortions necessary to
eliminate backgrounds in this channel, the remain-
ing sensitivity is quite insufficient to attain even
the relatively modest levels needed to discrimin-
ate between the various models and the current-
algebra calculation shown in Table III.

(1) j),"& —0.005 to reduce K'„contamination,
(2) m„& m» —m, o to reduce K'„contamination,
(3) cos 8&, & 0.9996 to reduce bremsstrahlung

photons, cos6, & 0.9999,
(4) the P,, requirements

(a) p, o/p»&0. 6. ,

(b) P,o&6 GeV/c,
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